
 

 

 

Release Notes               December 9, 2020 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 

issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 12.09.20.  

 

[Business Enhancement] On the login screen show a message that password is going to expire in 5 days and 

allow users to update password at that point or dismiss and login 

[Business Enhancement] Add pagination to the top of the Product Index page so it’s easier to search products 

[Business Enhancement] Add a spinning wheel when using AOB Attached so it’s clear something is happening 

[Business Enhancement] Allow Direct customers to edit the Estimated Charge field on the ABNs so patients 

can see the actual estimated charge 

[Business Enhancement] When adding a new Stock Record to an Inventory Item, show a dropdown menu 

with type ahead functionality so it’s easer to find the correct Inventory Location 

[Business Enhancement] Show a warning when users use DS that the patient signature option is disabled 

because email was sent via DS 

[Business Enhancement] Update the tooltips for the Fulfill and Email icons to show on hover on all tabs and 

PA pages 

[Reports] On the Purchase Order History report, remove the subtotals between products so report can be 

better utilized 

[Reports] On the User report, improve the details on the report so it can be better utilized  

[Bug Fix] On the PA tabs, using an iPad, pagination can cause horizontal scroll 

[Bug Fix] Patient’s email addresses won’t repopulate in the acknowledgement modal if the patient changes 

their selection to No, print it or No, thanks and back to Yes, email it 

[Bug Fix] When rendering ABN PDF the option radio buttons are rendering too small 

[Bug Fix] Patient last names are not persisting with all uppercase on PAs and patient records 

[Chore] Change some spec_helpers to rails_helpers 

[Chore] On Billing Submission, create the track even if generating the doc fails 

 


